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BaZrO3 (BZO) nanoparticles were nucleated, grown and subsequently self-assembled into a 3D

decaoctahedronal architecture via a microwave-assisted hydrothermal (MAH) method. X-Ray

diffraction (XRD), field emission scanning microscopy (FE-SEM), X-ray absorption spectroscopy

(XAFS) as well as both photoluminescence (PL) and radioluminescence (RL) emission studies have

provided fundamental insight into the nature of the anisotropic crystal growth mechanism of BZO

nanocrystals into their final decaoctahedral shape. The growth mechanism of the assembled

nanoparticles via mesoscale transformations to form BZO decaoctahedrons occurs from the surface to

the core along a reversed crystallization route. This pathway is accompanied by a large enhancement of

RL emissions while the intensity of PL emissions is enhanced and worsened along the process. The

analysis of the results reveals a relationship between the decaoctahedrons obtained and their optical

properties.
Introduction

A deep understanding of the formation process, crystal growth

mechanism and key factors which determine the shape and size of

these materials is crucial for a rational design and controlled

synthesis.1–8 It is essential to establish the sequence of events

involved in the growth mechanism, rather than simply studying

the morphological and structural properties of the bulk crystals

collected at the end of the process. It is very difficult to establish

how crystals actually evolve during growth by applying experi-

mental techniques for a wide range of reasons; e.g., due to

limitations arising from the crystallization apparatus, the specific

experimental conditions required or the time scales involved.9–17

Solution-based synthesis approaches are the most widely adop-

ted ‘‘bottom-up’’ strategies, which enable the precise control of

the nanocrystals size, shape and composition of nanocrystals

during the growth process and hence the ability to tailor their

properties at the nanoscale size.18–22 Considerable knowledge has

evolved regarding a general understanding of the nucleation and

growth processes in solution; however, the crystal structure

prediction resulting from a specific reaction is still elusive. Patzke
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et al.23 have been reviewed synthetic developments and techno-

logical innovations for oxide nanomaterials production.

In a solution-based synthesis, nanocrystal growth processes

are controlled mainly by two distinct mechanisms: Ostwald

ripening (OR) and oriented attachment (OA). OR is commonly

referred to as the solution progress where larger grains grow at

the expense of smaller grains with relatively higher solubility,24,25

while the OA involves the spontaneous self-organization of

adjacent particles which share a common crystallographic

orientation and join together at a planar interface.26–28

Crystal growth viaOA or OR often exhibits exclusive features.

Compared to classical OR, OA growth is based on the separation

of the nucleation and the subsequent growth process,29,30 which

provides a deeper understanding of the growth process of nano-

and mesocrystals to some extent. The OR mechanism normally

produces nanoparticles with regular shapes and few defects while

the OAmechanism usually results in nanoparticles with irregular

morphologies and typical defects such as twins, stacking faults

and orientation loss.26,31 The essence of the OA mechanism is

that small nanocrystals with a common crystallographic orien-

tation aggregate and form larger ones.32

The attachment of these primary nanoparticles is irreversible

and occurs in a highly oriented manner, leading to the elimina-

tion of the interfaces of joint crystals. Thus, the reduction of the

surface energy and the increase in entropy serve as the driving

forces for the OA growth process. In general, OR and OA are

regarded as two independent and competitive processes.

However, they could coexist simultaneously under certain

conditions for the hydrothermal growth of nano- and micro-

crystals.33 Recently, the assembly of nanocrystalline building

blocks into single-crystal or other complex architectures via an
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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OA growth process can be considered as one of the most inter-

esting fields in nanoscience.34–39 In particular, Zhang et al.40

reviewed recent advances in the oriented attachment growth and

synthesis of functional materials while Leite et al.41 have been

published a new concept of the OA mechanism regarding

achievement of the self-organization or mutual orientation of

adjacent nanocrystals.

Very recently, Zhou42 presented a general mechanism for an

innovative crystal growth process, reversed crystallization. This

reversed process consists of three well defined stages: (1) aggre-

gation of nanoparticles, (2) surface crystallization followed by (3)

surface-to-core extension of recrystallization. Evidence of such

novel crystal growth phenomenon has been found in materials

such as zeolites and CaTiO3 perovskite.43–48 However, this

mesoscale transformation process and its mechanism are still

challenging because current interests are more focused on the

investigation of its role rather than on comprehensive insight into

the mechanism. Concomitant mechanisms lead to increased

difficulty in understanding this growth process, which is impor-

tant and must be the focus of detailed studies of the nanocrystal

growth mechanism.

In earlier reports, we used the microwave-assisted hydro-

thermal method for the synthesis of semiconducting oxide

nanomaterials which exhibited excellent electronic and optical

properties. We have selected this procedure because it provides

an environmental method of heating for the generation of

nanomaterials which combines effects of solvent, temperature,

and pressure on ionic reaction equilibrium,49–51 and represents

a major step toward a green-chemistry approach for the synthesis

of high-quality nanoparticles. In this context, we present the case

of a reversed crystal growth mechanism for the formation of

BaZrO3 (BZO) nanograins, to achieve a further understanding of

this mechanism. The changes on the morphology of BZO

samples during the synthesis time have been investigated by

exploring the nanocrystal growth mechanism followed by the

assembled process into microcrystals shaped via reversed crys-

tallization. An examination of the acquired samples using

complementary characterization techniques such as XRD, FE-

SEM, X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAFS), as well as both

PL and RL emissions has provided fundamental insight into the

nature and anisotropic crystal growth mechanism of BZO

nanocrystals.
Fig. 1 BZO X-ray diffractions following crystallization evolution at (a)

10, (b) 20, (c) 40, (d) 80, and (e) 160 min with their respective FE-SEM

images.
Methodology

BZO products were synthesized using two different chloride

precursors: (1) zirconyl chloride octahydrate ZrOCl2 8H2O

(99.50%, Aldrich) at 0.01 M and (2) barium chloride dihydrate

BaCl2 2H2O (99,90%) at 0.01 M. Both precursors were dissolved

in double de-ionized water at 50 �C into a Teflon� vessel which

were co-precipitated by 6 M of KOH (Merck) under constant

agitation. The solution containing the precipitates was placed

into a sealed autoclave of the MAH system which applies 2.45

GHz of microwave radiation with a maximum output power of

800 W. The reaction mixture was heated to 140 �C in less than 1

min (at 800 W) by a direct interaction between water molecules

and microwave radiation and kept at this temperature for 10

(BZO10), 20 (BZO20), 40 (BZO40), 80 (BZO80) and 160

(BZO160) minutes under a pressure of 2.5 bar. The autoclave was
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
ambiently cooled to room temperature, and the solid product

was washed with de-ionized water until a neutral pH was reached

and then dried at 80 �C for 12 h.
Results and discussions

A series of intermediate specimens produced during the crystal

growth were collected and investigated to understand the

formation mechanism of the reversed crystallization process (see

Fig. 1). The BZO decaoctahedron size decreases from 2.3 mm for

BZO10 to 1.8 mm for BZO160, showing a typically densification

process.

An analysis of Fig. 1 points out that the growth mechanism

comprises the generation of near-spherical superstructures by

a typical assembly process for BZO10 and BZO20 samples. With

the hydrothermal treatment assisted by microwave radiation, the

dispersed nanoparticles aggregate as spherical-like superstruc-

tures which are not hollow spherical particles (see Fig. 1a,
CrystEngComm, 2011, 13, 5818–5824 | 5819
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FE-SEM), indeed are composed of self-assembled nanoparticles

in a mesoscale system (see Fig. 2a). Based on diffraction patterns

of Fig. 1, it is clear that the BZO10 sample does not correspond

to a well crystallized BZO phase, instead it almost exhibits two

different poorly crystallized phases even at BZO20. Barium

carbonate, BaCO3 with JCPDS card no. 05-0378, and tetragonal

ZrO2 were identified in BZO10 diffractions. The tetragonality of

ZrO2 probably is a consequence of reduced size of the assembled

nanoparticles shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b). Several structural

modifications have been reported in the literature as a conse-

quence of the introduction of dopants and/or temperature

increases. In this respect, it is important to note that these

chemical manipulations on different perovskites showed very

significant improvements in their ferroelectric properties.52 It was

decided that the hydrothermal heat treatment time should be

prolonged. Hence, the assembled nanoparticles start to crystal-

lize in the pure BZO phase with a decaoctahedral shape, identi-

fied by JCPDS card no. 06-0399.

Fromthe analysis of the results,we canpropose that the resulting

temperature of the heating medium (water) is transferred to the

aggregate of nanoparticles more effectively from the surface to the

core. Likewise, the crystallization process at the inwardmoiety will

be slower than at the surface; thus, through a mesoscale

transformation, the surface energy will be minimized by forming
Fig. 2 Transmission images at the corner of BZO decaoctahedrons shell

growth in the {110} direction.

5820 | CrystEngComm, 2011, 13, 5818–5824
a shell oriented at the {110} direction as estimated by TEM

micrographsofFig. 2. Inotherwords, at a very early stageof crystal

growth, there is a competition between the aggregation and growth

processes for BZO nanoparticles. If crystal growth is rapid, indi-

vidual crystallites quickly approach a certain size, where aggrega-

tion is difficult (classical OR mechanism).24,25,41 If aggregation

occurs before the crystals become too large due to a strong van de

Waals interaction between them,50 the crystal growth of individual

crystallites is suppressed in favour of the reversed crystallization

process. Furthermore, the affinity of KOH solutions with the shell

formed by previously assembled nanoparticles favours the starting

crystallization from the outer surfaces to the core. The BZO

nanoparticles assembly process is followed by a pseudo core–shell

growth as described above (seeFig. 3). In a cluster of nanoparticles,

fewer, however larger crystals may be created, which have smaller

surface-to-volume ratios if compared to others with only small

particles, thus reducing the energy of the entire system. When the

reaction time is prolonged, the microsphere surface recrystallizes

into a kind of single crystalline shell, and the polyhedral

morphology is gradually developed.

Cubic BZO crystals usually expose {110} faces which present

a lower surface energy53 is in agreement with the results reported

in the observed HR-TEM image of Fig. 2. However, the crystal

morphology depends not only on the intrinsic crystal structure,

but also on synthesis conditions. As the nanoparticle size

increases, the surface energy minimization followed by BZO

phase formation is associated with the shell growth; giving rise to

the reversed crystallization process as detected from the BZO20

sample. Possibly, this shell originates from recrystallization of

the outer part of the spherical-like aggregates at the expense

of the inner part, which acts as a seminal material. The inner part

of the assembly is naturally low ordered and/or composed of

smaller primary nanocrystals, as depicted in the schematic

diagram of Fig. 3. It is important to note that in the morphol-

ogies reported in Fig. 1 and 3, both final size and shape are

practically the same: however the broken particles shown in

Fig. 3 are slightly distorted as expected.

The nanoparticles exposed by the broken particle in Fig. 3b are

bound by the walls of the shell. The nanoparticle size shell can act

as a material source to start the growth process which yields

a faceted superstructure under the decaoctahedral shape. These

particles can also be washed out to produce hollow deca-

octahedrons (see Fig. 3a and c) with micrometric final size,

providing the driving force for the crystallization process of

shells under decaoctahedral shape. These grains (decaoctahe-

drons) consist of highly defective primary crystals, with a large

amount of holes clearly present on the shells mainly until BZO40

(Fig. 1c). These interstitial holes may provide channels to

produce larger interior cavities via an OR mechanism, which

after 40 min (BZO40) of annealing treatment are almost

completely suppressed with a smooth surface (BZO80).

Because pseudo core–shell microspheres have been formed

initially in our experiment, the low concentration of the growth

nutrients would be insufficient for faces to grow perfectly in the

following dissolving–recrystallizing process. Furthermore,

during the process, the size of the particles changes only slightly,

which is confirmed by the FE-SEM images of the products

obtained at different reaction times. Therefore, BZO micro-

crystals with polyhedral morphology were ultimately formed as
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 3 FE-SEM images of broken decaoctahedrons illustrating the reversed crystallization process associated with a schematic diagram of BZO

decaoctahedron formations at different synthesis times, from 10 (BZO10) until 160 min (BZO160).
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a result of previously grown nanoparticles which self-assembled

into a decaoctahedral super-structure via a reversed crystalliza-

tion process. In this sense the BZO well crystallized deca-

octhahedrons as BZO40, BZO80 and BZO160 always show

a hexagonal shape for bright field transmission images regardless

of crystal orientation.

Optical properties are strongly dependent upon the structural

and morphological features of the crystal system. Among these

factors, the structural order–disorder effects associated with

sizes, surface states and lattice defects are invoked as a crucial

factor in determining the PL and RL of the material. In fact, both

the surface states and lattice defects are closely related to crystal

growth mechanisms, and the luminescence mechanism of both

PL and RL emissions is different during synthesis times. When

the classic OR growth mechanism is involved, nanocrystals are

inclined to have relatively regular lattices, making the variation

of the surface defects the main factor influencing luminescent

properties. However, when the OA mechanism is dominant, the

nanocrystals may generally contain a large number of internal

lattice defects. Since the OA and OR mechanisms coexist during

nanosynthesis, difficulties arise in the investigation of the rela-

tionship between luminescence properties and defect states.

Different research groups have found that PL intensities are

directly related to several oxides through its particle sizes.54,55

However, comprehensive knowledge about how to control the

formation and disappearance of order–disorder effects is not

available. Therefore, we have employed PL and RL emissions to

investigate the relationships between optical properties and

growth evolution of the system (see Fig. 4). In that case the PL

intensity increases if the particle size decreases as a result of

quantum effects and surface defects introduced. In our research,

clear relationships between size and luminescence emissions were

identified. Firstly the PL intensity increased until BZO40 sample

and then decrease back to the initial intensity (Fig. 4) which can

be associated with the degree of structural order–disorder defects

during the reversed crystallization process.50 Nevertheless, the
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
scintillation associated with RL emission is not as sensitive to

these subtle relationships of order–disorder along the crystal

growth evolution, and in this case, only defects caught within the

band gap of the crystalline compound can effectively participate

in the process.8

To understand the correlation between the luminescence

properties and the formation process, we employed the concept

of constituent polyhedral clusters as structural motifs. Using the

BZO as a representative perovskite material, the constituent

clusters are the sixfold [ZrO6] and twelvefold [BaO12].
50 Ideal

bulk materials of infinite size without any defect, edge or impu-

rity are formed by these clusters. Based on both experimental and

theoretical calculations performed by our group, we have shown

that PL emission in perovskite based materials originates mainly

from their structural disorder in the short-range order of these

clusters.49,56,57 During the PL process the long-range order that

characterizes a crystalline structure remains. However, for the

initial samples a symmetry breaking process occurs at short

order, involving two clusters; i.e., structural distortions associ-

ated with imperfect coordination of Zr and Ba sites. Then, the

full coordination of the material disappears and the under-

coordination associated with the presence of distorted [ZrO5] and

[BaO11] clusters appears. This imperfection is distributed

randomly in the lattice, and BZO10 and BZO20 samples are

good examples to the situation that this effect is predominant.

Moreover, if only a few distorted clusters remain, the BZO160

sample provides the most appropriated representation.

From a structural and electronic standpoint, the optical

transition involved in PL measurements is due to a reorganiza-

tion of electronic charges in distorted [ZrO6] and [BaO12] clusters

in the BZO material. Distorted clusters yield a lattice distortion

that is propagated throughout the material, shifting the

surrounding clusters away from their ideal positions. Thus, dis-

torted clusters must move for these properties to occur, changing

the electronic distribution throughout the network of these polar

clusters. These movements can be induced within the crystal
CrystEngComm, 2011, 13, 5818–5824 | 5821
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Fig. 4 Scintillation and photoluminescence behavior of the undoped BZO system along the synthesis time evolution.

Fig. 5 X-Ray absorption spectroscopy applied to investigate the local

symmetry of the zirconium LIII-edge into the BZO cubic lattice at

different times.
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lattice by irradiation during the measurements, and this aniso-

tropic cooperative movement leads to the PL property. This line

of reasoning is similar to the proposal of Sun58 based on the

dominance of broken bonds and non-bonding electrons at the

nanoscale level. From recent theoretical calculations, we are able

to characterize the excited electronic states where the presence of

atomic under-coordination related to distorted [ZrO5] and

[BaO11] clusters is the key ingredient.57

Conversely, to obtain a significant RL emission, many factors

should be considered as the high periodic order that must be

achieved to form the cubic BZO system. Consequently, an

alternative technique such as XAFS has been used to charac-

terize these samples; XAFS was performed to better understand

the influence of the local order on optical properties. In fact,

these techniques provide information on the local order and

coordination environment of Zr. In particular, the height of Zr

LIII-edge features has been shown to be related to the geometry

of Zr-oxygen polyhedra, i.e., clusters. Our experimental obser-

vations suggest that the XANES region is highly sensitive to

disorder in the short- and medium-range environment of the Zr

center which is associated with distorted clusters. Therefore, any

change in the environment that alters the electronic structure of

the absorbing atom should be reflected in the results and can be

related to the corresponding optical properties. A theoretical

interpretation of these results (Fig. 5) together with a general

discussion of the effects of order–disorder is also given. The Zr

LIII-edge of BZO is characterized by two main distinctive

features (A and B) that correspond to split between the signals of

orbitals t2g and eg situated in the Zr edge. The separation of t2g
and eg orbitals is related to electronic transitions from the

occupied O 2p orbitals to the empty Zr 4d orbitals.59 In oxides,

the relative intensity of the A and B peaks depends strongly on

the chemical environment around the Zr cations.59 In the

temperature that the spectra were acquired (25 �C), a cubic

structure is the thermodynamically stable phase for BZO50 as

shown in Fig. 1. Moreover, from the viewpoint of the Zr local

symmetry, only BZO160 shows a highly ordered ZrO6 octahe-

dron into cubic structure60 because the relative intensity between

A and B peaks is clearly stronger than the relative intensity

observed for any other symmetries. A careful analysis of Fig. 5
5822 | CrystEngComm, 2011, 13, 5818–5824
also shows that the separation of peaks A and B for the other

samples is not so clear, which does not confirm the existence of

well-ordered ZrO6 clusters for these samples.

From the results presented in Fig. 1, 4 and 5 aided by previous

studies on order–disorder effects, scintillation requirements (RL

emissions) and fine structural absorptions, only the BZO160

sample presents a local and long range order. Thus, we propose

that the origin of RL increasing emissions for the BZO system at

room temperature is related to the frozen disorder at medium

range in the samples. Then, the reversed crystallization process is

able to eliminate short and long range defects, although it is

unable to eliminate all medium range defects in BZO crystals.

When the reversed crystallization is completed, the inner part of

the decaoctahedron is crystallized and all ZrO6 clusters are

formed, however, a minimal amount of defects remain in the

lattice as a result of reversed crystal growth.

Very recently, Zhou et al.61 discovered a novel phenomenon

consisting of a reversed direction of crystal growth when

preparing zeolite analcime; meanwhile, a surface-to-core
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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crystallization of zeolite A was observed by Wang et al.44 Based

on these observations, a reversed crystal growth route is

proposed.42 The present work may provide indirect evidence for

such crystal growth route which would be surely beneficial to the

design and fabrication of perovskite-based materials.

Conclusions

This work summarizes recent advances in the controlled growth

of BaZrO3 crystals to nano-, meso and microcrystals via MAH

method. Different experimental techniques have provided

fundamental insight into the anisotropic crystal growth

providing temporal ‘snapshots’ of the reaction products formed

during the synthesis.

The main results can be summarized as follows: (i) at the early

stages of crystal growth, the OA can assist the nanoparticle

aggregation process, and OR mechanisms may not be operative;

(ii) the second step is surface crystallization with the {110}

preferential direction, and then extension from surface to core of

the disordered aggregates; (iii) a well defined polyhedral

morphology can be reached in a thin surface crystalline layer of

a particle with a disordered core; (iv) from this point the OR

mechanisms can help in the thickening of the shell; (v) results

suggest that the anisotropic crystal growth mechanism of BZO

nanocrystals plays an important role in determining the extent to

which changes in PL and RL occur; (vi) a theoretical model

based on the presence of uncoordinated bonds and/or charge

distribution in the distorted constituent clusters (ZrO6) and

(BaO12) of the material can be related to the change in both

surface and internal defects during crystal growth. The present

work on the formation of BZO nanocrystals may provide indi-

rect evidence for a case of reversed crystal growth route and

would be surely beneficial to the design and fabrication of

different materials, and can be applied to hollow crystals growth

via hydrothermal synthesis.
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